10645 Westside Drive  Grande Prairie, AB

A Note from Lance Warkentin, Owner,
Jeffrey's Cafe Co.
Jeffrey's Cafe Co. has been following the evolving impact of the novel coronavirus (COVID19). Our mission has always been to provide the best guest experience possible, and as the
situation has developed, we have been following the guidance of health authorities in
Canada, taking steps to ensure the safety of our guests and our people.
Jeffrey's Cafe located in the Montrose cultural centre is closed indefinitely.
Jeffrey's Cafe located in the 214 place will be modifying their operating hours to 8am to
3pm. Our Mill District location is resuming normal operations and has implemented the
following precautionary measures, building upon the rigorous and strict sanitation standards
already in place:
All open locations are now operating at 50% capacity to encourage more space between
guests.
 Guests at all locations are being seated further apart to allow for social distancing between
tables.
 All tables and chairs are being disinfected between guest seatings.
 All doors, handles, and frequently touched surfaces are being disinfected multiple times
daily.
 Employees who have completed personal travel to countries deemed Level 3 or Level 2 by
the Public Health Agency of Canada or Warning Level 3 by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention are being asked to quarantine themselves for 14 days before returning to
work.
 Frequent hand washing by our team members is enforced.
 All health and safety protocols are posted in team member areas and restated at least twice daily
during team meetings.
 Staff members who are sick or displaying symptoms have been asked to refrain from
coming to work, and are not permitted to return to work until fully recovered.
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During this time, we would like to extend a 10% discount on any phoned in pick up
orders as well as our online orders @ www.jeffreyscafe.ca/order/
This is just a small way we can help.
As a proud owned and operated Alberta company our community we serve is what make
Jeffrey's Cafe Co. so special. As we continue to navigate this new territory, our steadfast
commitment to providing a safe, comfortable and memorable experience remains
unchanged. In turn, to protect the safety of our guests and staff, we ask our clientele to
refrain from dining with us if they are feeling any symptoms of COVID-19, or if they have
potentially been exposed to the virus.
As an organization, we will continue to monitor the evolving situation, taking guidance from
the Public Health Agency of Canada, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and
Alberta health authorities, and we will update our practices as new details and
recommendations emerge. I hope this gives you confidence in the actions we’re taking to
continue to keep our guests and team safe.

Lance Warkentin
President, Owner
Jeffrey's Cafe Co.

